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1. INTRODUCTION
Let K be a finite extension of Qp (p prime). By a Chiitelet surface X over K we
mean a smooth projective surface K-birational to a surface given by the equation:
where I (x) is a monic cubic separable polynomial in x with coefficients in K. Our
main aim is to compute the Chow group Ao(X)o of a-cycles of degree zero modulo
rational equivalence on such surfaces. The case where I(x) splits into three linear
factors has been considered in [8] and [9]. In this paper we consider the remaining
cases, in which I(x) is either irreducible or of the form x(x2 - e), where e E K* is
not a square.
IfdE K*2, then the Chiitelet surface defined by the equation y2 - dz2 = x(x2 - e)
is K-birational to lP'i. In fact, in this case the function field of this surface is K(x, u),
where u = y + .,fdz. By [2], Prop. 6.1, Ao(lP'i)o = O. Since Ao(X)o is a birational
invariant ofa smooth projective geometrically integral surface [2], Prop. 6.3, we get
that Ao(X)o is zero. Thus, we may assume that d ¢ K*2.
The main results of this paper are as follows.
E-mail: supnya@mri.emet.in (S. Pisolkar).
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(1) l- dz2 = I(x),
Theorem 1.1. Let X be a Chatelet surface given by the equation y2 - dz 2 =
x(x2 - e). Let L = K(Jd) and E = K(Je). IfL and E are isomorphic extensions
ofK, then Ao(X)o = {OJ.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that p =1= 2. Assume that the quadratic extensions L =
K(Jd) and E = K(Je) are not isomorphic. Then Ao(X)o is isomorphic to 71,/271"
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that K = ~h Assume that L = K(Jd) and E = K(Je) are
non-isomorphic quadratic extensions ofK.
(1) Suppose that L/K is unramified. Then the group Ao(X)o is isomorphic to
(i) {OJ iflJK(e) ==°(mod 4);
(ii) 71,/271, iflJK(e) ¢ °(mod 4).
(2) Suppose that L/K is a ramified extension. Then Ao(X)o is isomorphic to 71,/271,.
Theorem 1.4. Let X be a Chatelet surface K-birational to y2 - dz2 = f(x) where
f (x) is an irreducible monic cubic polynomial in x with coefficients in K. Then
Ao(X)o = {OJ
2. THE METHOD OF COMPUTAnON
Let X =Xd,e denote the Chiitelet surface corresponding to the equation
Let n be a uniformiser ofK. The change of variables x = n 2x', y = n 3 y', z = n 3z'
gives us
X ,2 d,2 ,(,2 ')d,e': Y - z = x x - e ,
where e' = n-4e. Thus it is enough to consider the cases vK(e) = 0, 1,2,3.
Moreover, using yet another transformation z r-+ AZ for a suitable).., E K*, it is clear
that we need only to consider the cases vK(d) = 0, 1.
Let CHo(X) = Chow group of zero cycles on X modulo rational equivalence,
deg
Ao(X)o = Ker(Ho(X) ----+ 71,).
We now describe a method due to Colliot-Thelene and Sansuc [4] which reduces
the calculation of Ao(X)o to a purely number-theoretic question.
The surface X comes equipped with a morphism f: X --+ IP'! whose fibres are
conics. We denote by 0 the singular point ofthe fibre above 00. By [2], Theoreme C,
the map
y : X(K) --+ Ao(X)o, y(Q) = Q - 0,
is sUljective. We also have a natural injection (see [4])
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i-dz2 =x(x2 -e).
,
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<!>:Ao(X)o --+ H1(K, S(K)),
where K is an algebraic closure of K and S is the K-torus whose character group
is the Gal(:KjK)-module Pic(X) where X = X XK K. Thus with the following
identifications (see [4])
the calculation of Ao(X)o reduces to computing the image of the composite map
As all the points in the same fibre of the map f: X(K) -+ lP'1 (K) are mutually
equivalent O-cycles, what we have to compute is the image of the induced map
X: f(X(K» -+ (Zj2Z)2. The subset f(X(K» c lP'1(K) is clearly equal to
M = {x E K* Ix(x2 - e) E NL/KL*} U {O}.
The exact description of the map X :M -+ (Zj2Z)2 is given by (see [2,14])
I(x, (x - yIe)-) if x i= 0,X(x) = _ .(-e, (-yle)-) lfx =0,
where the bar denotes the image in K* jNL/KL* and E* jNLE/ELE* respectively,
both these quotients being identified with Zj2Z. By using this map X we will now
prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. By the above method, to show that Ao(X)o = {O}, it is
enough to show that X(M) = {O}. As Land E are isomorphic, the extension LEjE
is trivial. Thus the group E* jNLE/ELE* is trivial. Therefore for any x E M we get
X(x) = (x, 0). Since NL/KL* = NE/KE*, -e E NL/KL*. Thus X(0) = (0,0). Now let
x E M\{O}. Note that x 2 - e E NE/KE* = NL/KL*. This, together with the fact that
x(x 2 - e) E NL/KL*, implies that x E NL/KL* and X(x) = (0,0). D
Before proving Theorem 1.2 we observe that X(M) is contained in the diagonal
subgroup of (Zj2Z)2 when Land E are non-isomorphic.
Lemma 2.1. Let LjK = K(J{l) and EjK = K(yIe) be non-isomorphic quadratic
extensions. Then X(M) is contained in the diagonal subgroup ofZj2Z x Zj2Z. In
particular, Ao(X)o is either {O} or Zj2Z.
Proof. By class field theory (see [16], p. 212) we have the commutative diagram
E* jNLE/ELE*~K* jNL/KL*
reel lree
Gal(LEjE) -) Gal(LjK),
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where the vertical maps are isomorphisms. The map Gal(LE/E) --+ Gal(L/K)
is an isomorphism since Land E are linearly disjoint. Thus E* /NLE/ELE* --+
K* /NL/KL* is an isomorphism, i.e. an element t E E* belongs to NLE/ELE* if and
only if NE/K(t) belongs to NL/KL*. Therefore, for any x E M\\Oj, x E NL/KL* if
and only if x - ,Je E NLE/ELE*. Thus X(x) = (0, 0) or (1, I). Similarly, X(0) =
(-e, (-,Je)-) = (0,0) or (1,1) depending upon whether -e E NL/KL* or -e ~
NL/KL*. This shows that X(M) is contained in the diagonal subgroup of Z/2Z x
Z/2Z. 0
CoroUary 2.2. The group Ao(X)o ;: Z/2Z if and only if at least one oj the
Jollowing condition holds.
(i) -e ~ NL/KL*.
(ii) There exists x E K*, such that x ~ NL/KL* and x 2 - e ~ NL/KL*.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2. Throughout this section let p denote an odd
prime and let K denote a finite extension ofQp.
Lemma 3.1. Let F/K be a quadratic extension oJK.
(i) ifF/K is unramified, then an element x E K* belongs to NF/KF* ifand only if
VK (x) is even.
(ii) IfF/K is ramified, JrF is a uniformiser oJF and JrK = NF/K(JrF), then x E K*
belongs to NF/KF* ifand only ifx/Jr~K(X) is a square.
Proof. (i) It is easy to see that NF/KF* is contained in the subgroup of elements of
even valuation. Since both these subgroups are of index two in K*, they are equal.
(ii) Let N' be the subgroup of all elements x E K* such that X/Jr~K(X) is a square.
Using the fact that JlX belongs to NF/KF*, it is clear that we have N' C NF/KF*.
Since N' and NF/KF* are index-two subgroups ofK*, they must be equal. 0
Lemma 3.2. Let K be afinite extension oJQp where p is an odd prime. Suppose
that e E K* is not a square. Then E = K(,Je) is a ramified extension oJK ifand only
ifvK(e) is odd.
Proof. If vK(e) is odd, then we make the reduction to the case where vK(e) = 1
by multiplying e by a square. It is clear that E is ramified when vK(e) = 1. Now
suppose vK(e) is even. We may assume that e is a unit by modifying e by a square.
Since p is odd, the polynomial T 2 - e is separable over the residue field, and hence
irreducible in the residue field. Thus E/K is unrarnified in this case. 0
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We split the proof into following two cases. To show that
Ao(X)o is isomorphic to Z/2Z, it suffices to verify that one of the conditions of
Corollary 2.2 holds.
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Case (1): E is unramified over K. In this case L/K, being non-isomorphic to
E/K, is a ramified extension. If -e fJ. NL/KL* then X(O) = (1,1) and we are done.
Suppose that -e E NL/KL*. Let us first show that e fJ. NL/KL*. Indeed, as E = K( y'e)
is the unramified quadratic extension, vK(e) is even by Lemma 3.2 and the unit
eJr-vK(e) is not a square for any uniformiser Jr of K. Lemma 3.1(ii) now implies
that e fJ. NL/KL*. Hence -1 fJ. NL/KL*; in particular, -1 is not a square.
Write -1 = x Z - eyz for some x, y E K. This is possible because -1 E NE/KE*
by Lemma 3.1(i). Clearly x i= 0 and y i= 0, because neither -1 nor e is a square.
Put a = x/yo Replacing a by -a if necessary, we may assume that a fJ. NL/KL*.
Moreover, a Z - e fJ. NL/KL* because a Z - e = _1/yZ and -1 fJ. NL/KL*. It follows
that a(az - e) E NL/KL*. Thus a E M and as x(a) = (1,1) we are done.
Case (2): E is ramified over K. We will show that X(0) = (1, 1). As E/K and
L/K are quadratic extensions, by local class field theory, their norm subgroups
NE/KE* and NL/KL* are two index-two subgroups of K*. These two subgroups
are not equal as E and L are not isomorphic. Then, their intersection must be
an index-four subgroup of K*. Since (K*)z C NE/KE* n NL/KL* is also an index
four subgroup of K*, we get (K*)z = NE/KE* n NL/KL*. We know that -e =
NE/dv'e) E NE/KE*. If -e E NL/KL* then -e would be a square. This contradicts
the fact (by Lemma 3.2) that vK(e) = VK(-e) is odd. Thus -e fJ. NL/KL* and
x(O) = (1,1). 0
4. PRELIMINARIES ON HILBERT SYMBOLS
In this section we review the notion of Hilbert symbol as given in [15].
Let K be a field. Let a, b E K*. We put (a, b)K = 1 ifaxz +byz = 1 has a solution
(x,y) E KZ and (a,bk = -1 otherwise. The number (a,b)K is called the Hilbert
symbol of a and b relative to the field K. It can be shown that the Hilbert symbol
has the following properties.
1. (a, b)K = (b, a)K (Symmetry).
2. (ab, C)K = (a, C)K . (b, C)K (Bilinearity).
3. (a z,bk=1.
4. (a, l-a)K = 1 fora i= 1.
Thus the Hilbert symbol can be thought of as a symmetric bilinear form on the
JFz-vector space K* /K*z with values in the group {l, -I}.
The following proposition gives an equtvalent definition of the Hilbert symbol.
Proposition 4.1 [15], p. 19. Let a, bE K* and let Kb = K(Jb). Then (a, b)K = ]
ifand only ifa E NKb/K (K;J
When K = Qp we denote the Hilbert symbol by (a, b)p instead of (a. bhJlp'
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We now describe a formula for calculating the Hilbert symbol when K = <Ql2.
Let Z~ be the group of units of Z2 and U3 = 1 + 8Z2. Let £, w: Z~ ~ Z/2Z be the
homomorphisms given by
z-I
e(z) = -2- (mod 2),
Z2 - 1
w(z) = -8- (mod 2).
Put a = 2Cl u,b = 2f3 v where u and v are units. Then, according to [15], p. 20,
(a, bh = (_l)£(u)£{V)+W(V)Cl+W{U)f3.
Using the above formula for the 2-adic Hilbert symbol, we prove the following
lemma which will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Lemma 4.2. Let K = «:h Let e, d, L, E be as in Theorem 1.3. Assume that
VK (d) = 1. Then,
(i) If VK (e) = 1, then at least one of the elements -1, 1 - e, e does not belong to
NL/KL*
(ii) IfvK(e) = 3, then at least one ofthe elements -I, (l - e/4), e does not belong
to NL/KL*.
Proof. (i) Assume that all three elements -1, 1 - e, e belong to NL/KL*. Then by
Proposition 4.1, (-I, dh = (e, dh = (l - e, dh = 1. Let e = 2u and d = 2v where
u, v E Zi. We have,
(-I, dh = (-I, 2vh = (-1, 2h(-I, vh = (-V{v).
As (-I, dh = 1 by assumption, we have
(2) e(v) = 0 and thus v == 1 (mod 4).
Also,
(l - e, dh = (l - 2u, 2vh = (_I)SO-Zu)£(v)+wO-Zu).
As e(v) = 0 and by assumption (l - e, d)z = I, we get the following
(3) w(l - 2u) = ° and u == 1 (mod 4).
Now,
(e, dh = (2u, 2vh = (_I)s(u)s(v)+W{v)+w(u).
As e(v) = 0 and (e, dh = 1 by assumption, we get w(u) = w(v). Since both u, v
are congruent to 1 modulo 4 by (2) and (3), one can check that u == v (mod 8). As
any element ofU3 is a square, we get that u and v differ by a square unit. Thus the
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extensions L = Q2CJ2v) and E = Q2(,J2U) are isomorphic. This contradicts the
hypothesis that Land E are non-isomorphic extensions of K.
(ii) Since the proof of this case is similar to the one above, we only give a sketch.
Assume that all three elements -I. (l - e/4), e belong to NL/KL*. Let e = 23u and
d = 2v where u, v E Z;. As in (i), using (-1, dh = 1 we get8(v) = 0 and thus v == 1
mod 4. Similarly (1 - e/4, dh = 1 gives w(1 - 2u) = 1 and thus u == 1 mod 4. By
properties 2 and 3 of the Hilbert symbol mentioned earlier, we deduce that
(e, dh = (23u, 2v)2 = (2u, 2vh
Thus (e, dh = 1 gives w(u) = w(v) = 1. As in (i), we arrive at a contradiction by
showing that Land E are isomorphic extension ofQ2. 0
5 SOME RESULTS ON RAMIFIED QUADRATIC EXTENSION
Throughout this section K will denote a finite extension of Q2. Let L/K be a
ramified quadratic extension. Let k be the residue field of K. Since L/K is totally
ramified, k is also the residue field ofL. For i ~ 0, let Ui.L = {x E UL I vLCI - x) ~
i}. The subgroups {Ui,Lli~O define a decreasing filtration of UL. Similarly we
define U"K.
Theorem 5.1 [10], 111.104. Let JrL be a uniformiser ofL. Let a be the generator oj
Gal(L/K). Then a~d E UI,L. Further, ifs is the largest integer such that a~L) E
Us,L, then s is independent ofthe uniformiser JrL.
Thus the integer s defined above depends only on the extension L/K. Therefore
we will denote it by s(L/K).
Theorem 5.2 [10], m.2.3. Let eK be the ramification index ofK over Q2. Then
s(L/K) ::::; 2€](.
Remark 5.3. When K = Q2, K has six ramified quadratic extensions, namely
K(.J=T) ,K(H), K(ffi) , K(-)±lO). For the first two extensions s = 1 and for
the remaining extensions s = 2.
Theorem 5.4 [10], 111.1.5. Let L, K be as above. Assume that k = lF2. Let s =
s(L/K). Choose a uniformiser JrL ofL. Let JrK = NL/K(JrL>. Define
Similarly define Ai,K using the uniformiser JrK. Then
I. The following diagrams commute:
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A,.L: U"L ~ IF2, AI,L(l +eJr£) = e.
1
U As+21,L IFs+2i,L-- 2
NL/Kl lId
U AS+I,K IFs+i,K-- 2
ifl~i<s,
ifi > 0,
2. NL/K(Us+l,d=NL/K(Us+i+l,dfori >0, pfi,
3, NL/K(Us+l.d = Us+1,K,
The following corollary is an easy consequence of the above theorem. However
part (iii) of the corollary will play an important role in the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Corollary 5.5. With the notation as above, NL/K(UI,L) C U'.Kfor 1 ~ i ~ s + 1.
Thusfor i ~ s, we have induced maps
Further,
(i) Nl;K is an isomorphism for 1 ~ i < s,
(ii) NL;K is the zero map.
(iii) y E Us,K\Us+I,K~ Y ¢ NL/KL*.
Proof. (1) and (2) are immediate consequences of the first two commutative
diagrams in Theorem 5.4 and the fact that U,+I,L is the kernel of A"L. Suppose
that y E Us,K\ Us+ I,K. This gives that As,K(y) =1= °and thus the second commutative
diagram in Theorem 5.4 tells us that y ¢ NL/K(Us,d. Now we want to show that
for i =1= s and for any x E UI,L\Ui+I,L, NL/K(X) =1= y. For i < s this is easy to
see by (i) above. For i > s, Theorem 5.4(3) implies that NL/K(X) E Us+I,K. Thus
y =1= NL/K(X). D
6 THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3
We first state the following lemma from [16].
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Lemma 6.1 [16], p. 212. Let K/Q2 be a finite extension. Let eK be the ramification
z
index ofK/Q2. For every n > eK the map Vn.K x~ Vn+eK.K is an isomorphism of
Z2-modules.
Now the proof of Theorem 1.3 will occupy the rest of this section. Henceforth
K = Q2. For simplicity of notation we write Zi instead ofUQlz' V n instead ofVII. lIb
and v instead of viQlz. For any field extension F/Q2, we will write N(F*) instead of
NF/iQlz (F*).
Proofof Theorem 1.3. Recall from Section 2 that it is enough to consider the cases
v(d) = 0,1 and v(e) = 0,1,2 or 3.
(1) L is unramified over Q2.
Case 1 v(e) = 0. To show that Ao(X)o is zero, we have to show that X (x) = 0 for
every x E M. If x E M\{OJ such that v(x) > °then
v(x2 - e) = min{2v(x), v(e)} = O.
If x E M\{O} such that v(x) < 0 then
v(x2 - e) = min{2v(x), v(e)} = 2v(x).
Thus whenever vex) # 0, v(x2 - e) is even and hence by Lemma 3.1, x 2 - e E
N(L*). Thus for any x E M\{O} with v(x) # 0, X(x) = (0,0). If x EM such that
v(x) =°then x E N(L*) and thus X(x) = (0,0). We now claim that X(O) = (0,0).
For this we need to show that -e E N(L*). But this is clear since v(-e) = 0 and L
is the unramified extension ofQ2. This proves Theorem 1.3(1)(i).
Now we prove Theorem 1.3(1)(ii).
Case v(e) = 1 or 3. Choose x E Qi such that vex) is odd and 2v(x) > vee). Then
by Lemma 3.1, x rf. N(L*) and x 2 - e rf. N(L*). Therefore x EM and x(x) = (1.1)
i.e Ao(X)o is isomorphic to Z/2Z.
Case v(e) = 2. We claim that X(2) = (1,1). Let f3 = e/4. Since e is not a square
in Q2, f3 cannot be a square and thus f3 rf. V3. We now show that f3 rf. V2. Note
that, an element a E V2\V3, can be written as a = 5 y 2 for some y E V\. Thus,
Q2cJ5) = Q2 (.J(¥), where Q2 (J5) is the unramified quadratic extension of Q2.
This implies that f3 rf. V2, since Q2(.Jlf) = E is a ramified quadratic extension of
Q2. Thus f3 E V\ \V2 and v(22 - e) = v(22(1 - f3» = 3. By Lemma 3.I(i), 22 - e rf.
N(L*) and similarly 2 rf. N(L*). Therefore 2 E M and X(2) = (1, 1) i.e. Ao(X)o is
isomorphic to 71../271...
The proof of this case completes the proof of the Theorem 1.3(1).
(2) L is ramified over Q2.
We first prove the following lemma which will be crucially used in the proof.
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Lemma 6.2. Suppose that L/Q2 is a ramified extension and either -lor e does
not belong to NL/KL*. Then Ao(X)o ~ 7L/27L.
Proof. Suppose that -1 rt- N(L*). Since Land E are non-isomorphic quadratic
extensions, by class field theory we can choose a E N(E*) such that a rt- N(L*).
Thus a = x 2 - ey2 for some x, y E Q2. Since a rt- N(L*), y =1= O. If x = 0 then
-e rt- N(L*):::} x(O) = (1,1):::} Ao(X)o ~ 7L/27L. Thus we assume that x =1= O. Now
( )
2
X a *- -e= --." rt-N(L).
y r
If ~ rt- N(L*) then ~ EM and X(~) = (1.1). Otherwise since -1 rt- N(L*), -~ EM
and X (- ~) = (1, 1).
Now suppose e rt- N(L*). We may assume -1 E N(L*) since otherwise we are
done by the above case. Thus -e rt- N(L*). Hence X (0) = (1,1). 0
Now we prove the Theorem 1.3(2). The proof splits into two parts depending
upon the invariant S(L/Q2) of the field extension. Since L/Q2 is a ramified
quadratic extension, S(L/Q2) = 1 or 2, by Theorem 5.2. We want to show that
Ao(X)o ~ 7L/27L. If S(L/Q2) = 1, we will appeal to Lemma 6.2. If S(L/Q2) = 2,
we will appeal to Corollary 2.2.
Case s(L/K) = 1. It is clear that -1 E U1\ U2. Thus by Corollary 5.5(iii),
-1 rt- N(L*). Thus Ao(X)o ~ 7L/27L by Lemma 6.2.
Case s (L/K) = 2. We may assume that -1 and e belong to N(L*), since otherwise
we are done by Lemma 6.2. The proof of this case consists of following subcases.
Case vee) = O. Choose a uniformiser Jr of Q2 which does not belong to N(L*).
Put x = Jre. Since we have assumed that e E N(L*), we get x rt- N(L*). Write x 2 -
e = -e(1- Jr 2e). Then 1 - Jr2 e E U2 \ U3 and by Corollary 5.5(iii) we get 1 - Jr2e rt-
N(L*). Since -e E N(L*), x 2 - e rt- N(L*). Therefore x EM and x(x) = (1, 1).
Case vee) = 1. Since S(L/Q2) = 2, by Remark 5.3 we know that v(d) = 1. In this
case, by Lemma 4.2(i), at least one of the elements -1, e, 1 - e does not belong to
N(L*). By our assumption, -1, e E N(L*). Thus -e E N(L*) and by Lemma 4.2(i),
l- e rt- N (L*).
Put x = eu where u is any unit which is not in N(L*). Thus x rt- N(L*). Then
x 2 - e = -e(1 - eu2). Since u2 E U3, 1 - eu2 == 1 - e (mod 8). This implies that
1 - eu2 rt- N(L*) and thus x 2 - e rt- N(L*). Therefore x EM and X(x) = (1, 1).
Case vee) = 2. Suppose x E U2\U3. Then x rt- N(L*) by Corollary 5.5(iii). Now,
x 2 E U3 and vee) = 2 implies that x 2 - e E U2\U3. Therefore x 2 - e rt- N(L*) by
Corollary 5.5(iii). Thus, X(x) = (1,1).
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Case vee) = 3. Choose an element x = 2u such that x ~ N(L*). Then XL - e =
4(u 2 - e/4). We have, u2 - e/4 == (1 - e/4) (mod 8). Since s(L/lCh) = 2, by
Remark 5.3, we get that v(d) = 1. Thus by Lemma 4.2(ii), at least one of the
elements -1, e, (1 - e/4) does not belong to N(L*). By our assumption, -1, e E
N(L*). Thus 1 - e/4 ~ N(L*) which implies that x 2 - e ~ N(L*). Therefore x EM
and x(x) = (1,1).
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.3. 0
7 THE IRREDUCIBLE CUBIC CASE
Let K be any finite extension of Q!p. In this section X will denote a smooth
projective surface K-birational to the surface defined by the equation
i - dz 2 = f(x),
where f(x) = x 3 + ax2 + bx + c is an irreducible monic cubic polynomial
with coefficients in K. In this section we prove Theorem 1.4 which says that
Ao(X)o = {OJ. As mentioned in Section 1, d E K*2 implies that X is K-birational
to JP2 and hence Ao(X)o = {OJ. Thus we may assume d ~ K*2. Let ai, a2, a3 be the
roots of f(x) in an algebraic closure ofK. Let E, = K(ai) and L = K(.J{l).
7.1. The method of computation of Ao(X)o
Let M = {x E K Ix 3 +ax2 +bx +c E NL/KL*}. As in Section 2, results of [4] reduce
the problem of computing the Chow group to the determination of the image of M
under the map,
x: M ---+ ETiNLEI/E) (LET) x E~/NLE2/E2 (LE~) X Ej/NLE3/ E3 (LEj) ,
x H (x - aI,X - a2,X - (3).
Lemma 7.1. x - ai E NLE, IE, (LEn ifand only ifx 3+ ax2 + bx + c E NL/KL*.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, class field theory implies that x - ai E
NLE, IE, (LEn if and only if NE, Idx - ai) E NL/KL*. Since NE,jK (x - ai) =
x 3 + ax 2 + bx + c the lemma follows. 0
Proof of Theorem 1.4. By definition of M, x E M implies x 3 + ax2 + bx + c E
NL/KL*. Therefore by Lemma 7.1 we get x - ai E NLE,IE, (LEn for i = 1,2,3.
Thus X(x) = (0,0,0). Thus Ao(X)o ~ {OJ.
8. THE GLOBAL CASE
Let K be a number field. Let X be any smooth projective surface K-birational to the
surface given by the equation
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where d ¢:. K*2. Let Kv be the completion ofK at v and Xv =X XK Kv .
By the result of Bloch [1], Theorem (0.4), Ao(Xv)o=0 for almost all places v
ofK. We can also observe this directly as follows. At almost all places ofK, Kv(..JJ)
and Kv(.je') are unramified extensions of Kv. If d E K~2, then we have already
seen in the section I that Ao(Xv)o= O. If e E ~2 and v is not a place lying above
the prime ideal (2) then, .je', -.je', 2.je' are units. Thus by [2], Proposition 4.7,
Ao(Xv)o = O. If neither e, nor d is in ~2, then Kv(..JJ) and Kv(.je') are both
unramified quadratic extensions and thus isomorphic extensions ofKv. In this case,
by Theorem 1.1 of this paper we get that Ao(Xv)o= O.
Let us recall briefly how the results of Colliot-Thelene, Sansuc and Swinnerton-
Dyer [5], Colliot-Thelene and Sansuc [4] (see Salberger [13] for more general
statement valid for all conic bundles over pD, which allow one to compute
Ao(X)o from the knowledge of Ao(Xv)o. For each place v of K, we have a map
Ao(X)o -+ Ao(Xv)o and hence, a diagonal map
8: Ao(X)o -+ nAo(Xv)o·
v
As we have seen above, Ao(Xv)o= 0 for almost all places v, the target of 8 is the
same as EBv Ao(Xv)o. The exactness of the following sequence is proved in [6],
Section 8
0-+ m'(K, S) -+ Ao(X)o ~ E!1Ao(Xv)o -+ Hom(H'(K, S), Ql/Z)
v
in which S= Pic(X), a free Z-module of finite rank with a Gal(K/K)-action, and S
is the K-torus dual to S. The exactness of this sequence reduces the computation of
Ao(X)o to the local problem of computing Ao(Xv)o.
Let us indicate how the results ofthis paper contribute to the solution of this local
problem, at least when K =Ql. Let X be a Chatelet surface as above. When v is a
finite place ofQl, Ao(Xv)ocan be calculated using results of this paper when x2 - e
remains irreducible and [8,9] when x 2 - e splits into linear factors over v. One now
needs to do these calculations when v is the real place of Ql, i.e. Kv =R If x 2 - e
remains irreducible over IR, then either L/IR is the trivial extension or the extensions
Land E become isomorphic. Thus in both these cases, Ao(Xv)o= to}. When x2 - e
is reducible, we use results of [3] to calculate Ao(Xv)o.
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